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QUESTION 1

Which one of the following options is CORRECT about Temporal Tables? 

A. System-period temporal tables are used to keep historical versions of records in a table. They use a history table to
transparently store updated and deleted data rows. 

B. Application-period temporal tables are used to keep historical versions of records in a table. They use a history table
to transparently store updated and deleted data rows. 

C. System-period temporal tables combine the historical tracking of an Application-period temporal table with the time-
specific data storage capabilities of a bitemporal table. They are used to keep user-based period information as well as
system-based historical information. 

D. Application-period temporal tables combine the historical tracking of a system-period temporal table with the time-
specific data storage capabilities of a bitemporal table. They are used to keep user-based period information as well as
system-based historical information. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Which one of the following options is correct about the differences between the IMPORT and INGEST utilities? 

A. The IMPORT utility is now deprecated and INGEST is the recommended alternative. 

B. The IMPORT utility can perform lightweight transformations on the data being processed. The INGEST utility cannot
transform data. 

C. The INGEST is capable of transforming and streaming data from files and pipes at high speeds into DB2 tables. The
IMPORT utility cannot transform the data. 

D. The IMPORT utility can import data into a database, while the INGEST can only create database objects based on a
script file. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Which one of the following options is correct about DB2 pureScale installation? 

A. A single setup image is required for installing both members and cluster caching facilities. The DB2 pureScale Setup
Wizard must be invoked on each host to install all of the components of the DB2 pureScale feature. 

B. Different setup images are required for for installing both members and cluster caching facilities. An invocation of the
Setup Wizard is required to install all of the DB2 Members of the DB2 pureScale feature. Another invocation of the
Setup Wizard is required to install all of the Cluster Caching Facilities. 

C. A single setup image is required for installing both members and cluster caching facilities. A single invocation of the
Setup Wizard from the installation-initiating host installs all of the components of the DB2 pureScale feature across all
hosts that you specify as part of the DB2 pureScale environment. 
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D. Different setup images are required for installing both members and cluster caching facilities. The DB2 pureScale
Setup Wizard must be invoked on each host to install all of the components of the DB2 pureScale feature. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Consider the scenario where a database administrator (DBA) would like to apply operating system updates on the host
machine that contains one of the DB2 pureScale members. The primary cluster caching facility and other members are
located on different physical machines. Which of the following tasks should be performed by the DBA on the host
machine before applying the operating system updates, so that the member will not be restarted? 

A. Place the member into maintenance mode. 

B. Place the host machine into maintenance mode. 

C. Place the member into quiesce mode. 

D. Place the cluster caching facility in standby mode. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Which one of the following options is FALSE about DB2\\'s Multi-Temperature Data Storage capability? 

A. You can use storage groups to implement multi-temperature data management in DB2. 

B. Multi-temperature data management reduces the total cost of ownership by allowing efficient deployment of storage
hardware with minimal administrative overhead. 

C. Multi-temperature data management integrates with DB2\\'s Workload Manager feature to let you prioritize your
workloads based on the data being accessed. 

D. Multi-temperature data management best practices recommend that cold data should be stored in faster devices in
order to maximize overall system performance. 

Correct Answer: D 
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